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this personal touch is key to create an enhanced shopping experience and will keep customers coming back despite the convenience of
online shopping.”
Clearly, though, the advantages of
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both platforms remain complementary. “Shoppers are still basing their decision by checking online for reviews
and information before stepping into
the stores and vice versa. The relationship between off-line and online
is, in fact, a symbiotic one … ,” said

Publicist PR’s director, Cecilia Tan.
Pointing out that physical retailers should focus efforts on creating
a stronger in-store experience, Tan
added: “As a PR and brand consultancy, we recommend that clients focus on their core group of customers … It is important to keep them
close through customer perks and
in-store activities.”
She stressed that “retailers need
to integrate their communication
campaigns through both traditional
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PR and digital PR; that is the best
way to ensure customers will want
to visit a physical store, validate their
choices, and ultimately (make a) purchase after researching about their
brand online”.
For other stores, online sales serve
as a platform to reach out to more people. Men’s Grooming Store WhatHeWants has seen online sales more than
double compared with three years
ago. Online sales currently make up
30 per cent of its total sales.
Its founder Tan Seng Hwee said he
is excited about the online trend. “The
online space is not limited to the space
it occupies, unlike a physical store.
Besides Singapore, my sales revenue
comes from Malaysia, Australia and
Indonesia,” he noted.
“The trend of buying online is definitely making big waves with the increasingly tech-savvy crowd, and the
widespread use of tablets and mobile
phones. Coupled with lower prices and
deliveries right to one’s doorstep, buying online definitely has many plus
points,” he added.
Pointing out that physical shops
need to maintain a higher margin in
order to cover rental and staff costs,
he said prices in physical shops “can
never be cheaper than online stores”.
“In the past, retail businesses expanded by opening more physical
shops. However, in Singapore, the
high rentals and labour crunch limits
scalability. For a company to grow further, moving online is the only way to
go,” he explained. “While retail stores
are still important, the retail industry
in Singapore has to learn how to adapt
to the new online world.”
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